Instant ID as a Service
HIGHLIGHTS
We brought the security, adaptability, and
transformative innovation that you expect
from Entrust to the cloud. Our ID issuance
software gives you all the state-of-the-art
features – but none of the IT headaches.
Together with our Entrust Sigma Series
ID Card Printers, you can easily issue the
most secure identities in the world.
• Simple
• Secure
• Sophisticated

Learn more about Instant ID as a Service at entrust.com

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

Incredibly simple and user-friendly
• With cloud deployment, there’s no
heavy download, and Entrust handles
the software updates and support
• Drag-and-drop, browser-based
interface makes it easy to enroll,
design, and issue cards
• Intuitive printer dashboard lets you
see printer status, order supplies,
check cleaning status, update
firmware, or contact help – all from
your mobile device

Instant ID as a Service
Comprehensive, convenient, secure

Why cloud?

• Issue a physical ID (card) and digital ID
(mobile flashpass) at the same time

• No capital IT expenses

•M
 obile flashpass supports basic
badging with visual identification
and bar code/QR code support

• Automatic software updates

• Minimal install and easy administration
• Included technical support

•C
 loud-based APIs offer a portfolio
of printer interface tools

• Ease of use

•D
 ata sent between software and
printer is encrypted

• Flexibility and scalability

What separates our ID cloud
software from others?
•S
 imultaneous digital and physical
credential issuance
• Direct API printer connect
• Intuitive printer dashboard
• Intelligent printing (matches printers,
supplies, card types)
•S
 ecure solution that leverage a
cloud platform that is secure, mature,
and trusted

Learn more about Instant ID as a Service at entrust.com

• Instant provisioning
• Usage-based monthly pricing

Included features
• Mobile enrollment and issuance
• Batch printing
• Easy onboarding process:
Best-in-class process for onboarding
customers as tenants and cloudenabled, secure printers
• With cloud deployment there’s no
SMAs: Entrust handles the software
updates and support
• Simple and transparent usage reports
allow customers to monitor and
analyze credential issuance during
any time period

Instant ID as a Service
Two levels of entitlements
ADVANCED

PROFESSIONAL

Organizations who want to design and issue professional ID cards
with magstripe and mobile flash pass

Organizations who want to design and issue professional ID smart
cards with smart cards and connections to external data sources

• Unlimited admins/card operators

• All advanced entitlements

• Unlimited customizable card design

• Smart card support

• Customizable workflow and enrollment design

- iClass & Prox

• Mobile enrollment

- MIFARE, DESFire, Felica, SE/SEOS (expected in 2022)

• Mobile flash pass

• Unlimited database connections

• Cloud printing support
• Magnetic stripe encoding

ABOUT ENTRUST CORPORATION
Entrust keeps the world moving safely by enabling trusted identities, payments, and data protection.
Today more than ever, people demand seamless, secure experiences, whether they’re crossing borders,
making a purchase, accessing e-government services, or logging into corporate networks. Entrust offers
an unmatched breadth of digital security and credential issuance solutions at the very heart of all these
interactions. With more than 2,500 colleagues, a network of global partners, and customers in over 150
countries, it’s no wonder the world’s most entrusted organizations trust us.
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